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Abstract

Regulatorypolicies in the United States are not created via some centralizedprocedure,
but through the interaction ofconstituencies in manyjurisdictions. During the past two
decades, Congress, the FCC, the courts and state regulators have responded to
telecommunications innovations and commercial opportunities exploited by incumbent
firms and entrants. Eight technologies, including, cellular radio and fiber optics, are
identified here as potentially disrupting current modes of signal delivery. These
developments have implications for the future structure·. ofthe industry. Today, policy
makers must determine to what extent restrictions on local exchange companies protect
core customers andpromote new selVices. Given the importance oftelecommunications
for social integration and economic activity, public policy which avoids [reezing current
relationships offers the best hope for efficiency.

This study is part of a project for the.FPSC on Telecommunications CElsting and Pricing. It draws
upon material originally prepared for the U. S.Congress's Office of Technology Assessment. That
research addressed regulatory structures and the development of information technologies in rural
America. For the· purposes of the FPSC project, this study focuses on the implications of
technological developments for regulatory approaches to telecommunications pricing. The ideas
expressed here do· not necessarily represent those of sponsoring. organizations.



National Telecommunications
Policies in Transition: Responses to

Technological Change

The pace and pattern of innovation have disrupted traditional regulatory approaches to

telecommunications and the outcomes of the new policies are somewhat unclear. H we could peer

ahead into the twenty-first century, we would find that many of today's predictions are not far off the

mark. However, there would be enough surprises to make forecasters and policy-makers blush.

Today's policies need to set a framework for decision-making that provides a regulatory structure

which is conducive to firms making long-term investments, while also providing enough flexibility so

that future developments can be incorporated into policies. A fundamental issue is how to establish

state and national regulatory environments which induce private decision-makers to capitalize on

technological. and commercial opportunities.

The assumption here is that public.decision-makers establish key constraints on demanders

and suppliers -- via entry restrictions, price and/or rate of return regulation, quality· standards, and

mandated cost allocations. Neither nationalization nor a return to total regulation are realistic

options. Ultimately, customer valuations and corporate innovations will erode regulations that run

counter to economic realities. However, unnecessary delays or uneconomic investments made

because of artificial restrictions cause inefficiencies, .so such regulations ought to be avoided.

The purpose of this report is to review how regulatory structures influenced and responded

to the AT&T divestiture. Regulatory policies are under continuous scrutiny by affected parties --

telecommunications customers, service providers, and equipment suppliers. Hopefully, lessons learned

from recent developments will teach policy-makers and telco executives to be more adaptable, so we

can avoid unnecessary costs· during the transitions occurring·in the coming years.
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1. Regulatory Structures Respond to Divestiture

Since historical patterns of state and national regulation are well documented elsewhere, we

only summarize a few key features of the process here. Ironically, the complex issues raised by

fundamentally new technologies have had to be addressed in the context of the 1934 Communications

Act, written at a time when linking the nation via a network was still in process. Decisions by

Congress, the FCC, the federal judiciary, state legislatures, and state regulatory commissions all

influenced the prices and service offerings of telecommunications companies. That influence came

about via reaction and inaction (benign neglect) in some cases and proactive changes in policies in

others. To these responses we now tum.

1.1 ()oJl~SS

The role of Congress in telecommunications policy is complicated. Various special interests

have been able to block any significant revision of the 1934 Communications Act. The pressures have

produced a stalemate in the national legislature, although hearings, FCC oversight, and creation of

particular executive agencies have focused attention on changing technologies and new opportunities

for restructuring the telecommunications industry. Nevertheless, Congress may not be well-suited to

develop national policy, given the forces at work on the industry.

While an update of the 1934 Aet.has not occurred, the Cable Television Deregulation Act

of 1984 represented a significant shift in policy. Given the likely future battles between cable and

telephone firms, cable policy will probably be modified. Re-regulation efforts have attracted some

attention, so the cable situation could change in the near future. Given the.power of key legislators

and the absence of general voter awareness of the issues, further congressional action is not likely

to be decisive. However, Congress could mandate policies involving indirect taxation to achieve social

or political goals.
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1.2 Federal Communications Commission

The Federal Communications Commission has certainly had a major impact on the structure of

the industry. Its three Computer Inquiries attempted to determine boundaries between competitive

and monopoly services and to develop procedures for pricing different types of services. The FCC

took a pro-entry stance in a number of decisions: its terminal equipment decisions supported non

telco attachments to the network, and the "Above 890" decision (1959) opened the way for private

(self-use) microwave systems where space was available. The MCI Decision (1969) and Specialized

Common Carrier Decision (1971) brought firms into the leased lines market. Although the FCC did

not support dial up long distance service by MCI, the Supreme Court found in the Execunet Decision

(1978) that such capabilities were in accordance with the law.

Th~ role of market boundaries took on great importance as new technologies blurred the lines

between competitive and natural monopoly markets. The FCC's Computer I proceedings culminated

in the 1971 distinction between communication services and computer (data processing) services.

Technology did not stand· still, as the FCC's Computer II proceedings .lead to the 1980 distinction

between "basic" and "enhanced" services. Although the parallels between the 1971 and 1980

distinctions are clear, the advent of new technological configurations complicated the lives of federal

and state regulators. Once distributed processing became possible within the network itself, message

switching and message transformation are difficult to disentangle.

In 1983, the FCC clarified its rules addressing protocol conversion operations enunciated in

Computer II (Bruce et. aI., 1986, p. 209). Such rules for packaging, routing, or formatting data flows

opened up vast opportunities for sophisticated users. The FCC did not want to discourage

technological changes, such as those associated with linking digital calls into an analogue interface.

Such telco activities can create value--as when transmission paths are automatically changed (enabling
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packet switched networks). Protocol conversions were essentially transparent to users, and so such

"enhanced services" were not to be discouraged. However, distinguishing between basic functions

and enhanced functions is not a simple matter, which complicates rate design and other dimensions

of regulation.

Innovations have proven to be an important factor in the regulatory process. Over time, the

cumulative effect of technological change had become highly disruptive. Finally, the FCC's Computer

ill (1986) decision reduced the regulatory burdens imposed on AT&T and the RHCs. Open access

through mandated "comparably efficient interconnection" (CEI) ·and "open network architecture"

(ONA) replaced previous structural safeguards (separate subsidiaries) as guarantees against

anticompetitive behavior. Nevertheless, few believe the problem is "solved" (Frieden, 1987).

1.3 Federal Judiciary

The Federal judiciary played its role in extending competition to long distance markets. In

addition, Judge Greene's AT&T divestiture settlement (1982) marks an important ratification of FCC

deregulation policies. Although, his continued oversight has raised a number of questions about

national policy, it is difficult to imagine putting the genie back in the bottle. The age of vertical

integration had been eroding for over three decades. The computer, satellites, fiber optics, and other

developments called fora re-structuring of the telecommunications industry.

Note that the AT&T Consent Decree (1982), also referred to as the Modified Final

Judgement (MFJ) actually represented the culmination of the Justice Department's case initiated in

1949. The resulting 1956 Consent Decree limited Western Electric to providing equipment for

AT&T and its regional operating companies. Thus, a vertically integrated AT&T was viewed at the

time as the appropriate organizational form for maintaining our nation's communications network.

Minimal weight was given to potential gains to letting AT&T compete· in other lines of business, such
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as computer services.

At about that same time, ffiM emerged as the dominant mainframe computer firm, with over

75% of the installed base of commercial, general purpose computers. Begimrlng in 1958, commercial

computers shifted from cumbersome vacuum tubes to transistors--forming the basis for "second

generation" computers. The timing of the 1982 consent decree is intriguing: the same day Justice

settled the AT&T case, it dropped its decade-long case against ffiM. Technologies and entire

industries seemed to be blurring together.

Divestiture was designed to eliminate AT&T control of the local exchange bottleneck. Judge

Greene established limitations on the businesses into which the regional holding companies could

enter to prevent the creation ofseven regional AT&Ts.;,-vertically integrated telecommunications firms

which controlled access to the local exchange. Many analysts see the court as a relatively

inappropriate policy-maker. Since Judge Greene is primarilyconcemed with the pro-competitive

antitrust. goals, his pronouncements may not balance other policy objectives, such as the creation of

organizational structures which will promote innovation.

1.4 State Regulators and intra-LATA Competition

While local exchange service remains a monopoly "protected" from entry by another paired

wire firm, the Regional Holding Company can provideintraLATA services--as can AT&T or another

interexchange carrier. However, RHCs have flexibility in configuring their own networks so the

operating company has better access for carrying intraLATA calls. Judge Greene determined that

the costs of providing "equal access" was not worth the investments in interconnection facilities for

such calls.

States have taken different approaches to entry in this· area. IntraLATA rates depend on
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competitive pressures. An econometric study shows that intraLATA rates in states preventing long

distance carriers from providing intraLATA service are about 7.5 Percent higher than for states which

allow intraLATA competition (Mathios and Rogers, 1990). One explanation of such restrictions is

the desire to keep a high level of financial transfers to local service. IntraLATA toll revenues have

been estimated to be $15 billion for 1985. Mathias and Rogers observe that since 19 percent of the

population reside in states restricting competition, that policy hurt intraLATA callers by roughly $200

million.

Of course, even with entry restrictions, downward pressure onintraLATA prices still arises from

several sources. First, it can be difficult to distinguish between· an inter and an intraLATA call.

Some state commissions have mandated the installation ofblocking equipment to prevent the by-pass

of intraLATA offerings. Second, many states which prohibit other common carrier (OCC) entry into

the intraLATA market .allow resellers to lease capacity from facilities-based carriers. Lower access

charges are sometimes paid by resellers, thus keeping prices down. Finally, large demanders can build

their own private line systems, limiting the power of the regional oPerating company to maintain high

intraLATA rates.

Nevertheless, entry restrictions do raise prices. H the state commission actively tries to

prevent the unauthorized provision of intraLATA toll service, the price differential is estimated to

be 10.3 percent (Mathias and Rogers, 1990). The following states allowed the entry of all firms into

intraLATA toll markets in Fall 1986: Florida, Iowa, Louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri,

Montana, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas, Vermont, and Washington.

1.5 Cable-Telco Cross Ownership Restrictions

Cable and Telephone carriers are currently limited in terms of offering services to both

markets. The Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 placed restrictions on COOPeration and
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ownership. However, Congress established a waiver for rural areas, defined (by the FCC) as having

fewer than 2,500 people. This exemption reflects the common sense view that service providers to

low density areas ought not be contained in terms of broadband services and two-way calling services

that could be offered.

Parker and his colleagues (1989, p. 62) note that the issue was still pending before the FCC

in 1989--with proposals to increase the extent of the exemption (to communities of 10,000 people or

meeting other criteria). These researchers endorse such changes as increasing the chances of getting

video, data, and voice channels to low density areas. Without such exemptions, the size of the market

could be so small as to be uneconomic for a· single-product firm.

Cable television has emerged as an important player in the information, entertainment, and

communications industries. There are weighty issues currently facing the industry, including the role

of regulation. Proponents of CATV re-regulation argue that allowing two companies requires dual

cable systems: the capital and operating costs would therefore double for the same service, causing

basic service prices to rise. Opponents of regulation argue that monopolies have reduced incentives

to be efficient, and that· competition gives the customer better quality at a lower price. There is no

clear answer to the issue; however, the U.S. Senate is currently holding hearings on whether to re

regulate the cable industry, sparked by consumer complaints of increasing prices and low quality

service.

Another issue to resolve is how to .maintain sufficient flexibility to permit the introduction .of

new technologies .such as High Definition TV (HDTV). Cable .operators currently use high capacity

fiber optics for trunk lines, but the service laterals are mainly conventional hardware which may not

be able to handle some formats· for HDTV. Additionally, cable systems are currently technically and

legally unable to compete with the local exchange companies for telephone service. There may be
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a time in the near future, however, when cable operators must be·t1exible enough to compete with

local exchange companies, satellite operators, or wireless systems to meet consumers' communication

and information demands.

2. Technological Threats to Local Exchange Companies

Bypass within urban exchanges can threaten the financial viability of the LECs. Bruce et. al.

(1986) identify eight technologies which can replace copper wire pairs. They are especially attractive

to sophisticated, high volume users .seeking high-speed, high-capacity capabilities:

Institutional Cable--Cable B

Digital Transmission Systems

Cellular Radio Telephone

FM Subsidiary Carrier Authorization

Specialized Mobile Radio Service

Local Area Networks (LANs)

Shared Tenant Services

Satellite Services: CPE and Teleports

Each has unique advantages (and disadvantages).

Many cable television operators agree to provide an institutional cable network (cable B) for

serving business, .government, and other institutional users. Such systems usually carry data

transmissions over dedicated lines. As fiber optic transmission lines become the "backbone" of cable,

the bypass possibilities increase.

Digital transmission systems and digital electronic message service systems utilize microwave
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technology (in the 10.6 to 18 GHz bands). They can provide origination and termination points for

interLATA and interstate services.

The radio spectrum has a number of additional possibilities, some of which are discussed in

greater detail later. Suffice it to note that there are over one and one-half million subscribers to

mobile cellular systems, and growth is rapid. Given the high fixed costs ofcellular systems, population

density has a dramatic effect on costs Per call or per potential subscriber. FM Subsidiary Carrier

Authorization (FM-SCA) has made the sidebands to themainchannel frequency authorized by the

FCC available for one-way data transmission (such as paging). In addition, Specialized Mobile Radio

Service (SMRS) provides connections between commercial users in the 800 MHz band range. These

uses of the spectrum do not replace paired copPer, but represent techniques for bypassing the LEC.

The last three technologies offer further ways to bypass the local loop. Local Area Networks

(LANs) are generally based on coaxial cable, and provide high speed data transmission capabilities

over small geographic areas--in buildings, a set of factories, or on a campus. Shared Tenant Services

represent configurations of PBXsand links that aggregate the demands of disparate renters (or

owners) of a building. A simple version of bypass occurs through Key Systems. In a small office

complex, a person can access another user by touching a few keys. Similarly, access to the public

network is available. Finally, earth satellite communications capabilities are accessible via rooftop

dishes: customer premise earth stations provide the telecommunications link and teleports aggregate

the local demands. Both local and long distance suppliers are bypassed in this setting.

What do these new technologies mean for the telecommunication industry? It is too early

to tell. However, they illustrate the dramatic technical innovations and regulatory changes that have

disrupted past arrangements. They represent both threats and opportunities.
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2.1 Intra and Inter-exchange Competition

Two innovations have contributed to the increase in inter-exchange service competition: fiber

optics and digital transmission. In addition, microwave technology provides a quick and relatively

inexpensive means of entering the telecommunications industry. For companies linking local

exchange networks, new technology has provided cost savings that ultimately get passed on to the

consumer in a competitive environment.

In the inter-exchange market, new demand created by a growing population will be met by

those companies best positioned to provide quality service. Some of the new entrants in the inter

exchange market have installed large amounts of capacity, consisting of fiber optic networks.

Companies with this excess capacity stand ready to provide additional service to an expanding

population,. and Illay even benefit from a cost advantage resulting from efficient new technology.

Although AT&T currently enjoys dominant frrm status, increasing competitive forces should put

additional downward pressure on prices. The FCC regulation of AT&T has been maintained, but

gradually loosened, so that new entrants would not be immediately forced out by a dominant AT&T.

Once this incubation period of "managed competition" is over, however, the objective is for some

form of market competition to prevail. Analysts disagree about how long it takes to create that

legendary (mythical?) "level playing.field."

2.2 Cellular· Technology

The. implications of cellular radio technology are mixed: it both substitutes for and

complements the local loop. Mobile telephone companies provide service between the mobile station

and the land-based local loop via radio waves. The mobile telephone company uses a transmitter in

a certain area or, "cell," to provide communications. The FCC allocates radio frequencies which can

be used at low power, which permits the same frequency to be used in other cells. The FCC has
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granted licenses to cellular companies throughout the nation. Within each area, a degree of

competition is provided, because both a local exchange company and a non-local exchange company

can operate competing cellular businesses.

The FCC began to develop regulations for cellular in the early 1970s. In 1981, the FCC

established its current policies wherein two cellular mobile carriers were to be licensed within each

market area. The local exchange company was grandfathered in: granted one license--the "wireline"

carrier, and another carrier was chosen by lottery. Although this is an infant industry, it represents

a potential challenge to the LEC in the future.

Currently, cellular service is meeting a different set of demands than the LEC. According to

a Florida Public Service Commission study (Report to the Florida Legislature, 1989, p. 128) even

inexpensive cellular telephones cost between $260 and $400, and monthly usage charges are high: "25

cents to 40 cents per minute on both originating·and terminating·calls." Once the systems are fully

developed, prices could drop to entice additional usage. In addition, developments in digital

technology could expand service to a .larger customer base. Currently, there are about 221,000

subscribers .in Florida and the cellular provider depends on the LEC for access to noncellular

customers. For the foreseeable future, .cellular is more of a complement than a substitute for LEC

service. While high density markets represent the major growth areas for cellular service, the

potential for cellular in conjunction with other radio technologies could be significant in rural areas

once costs come down.

Note that the cellular territories are based on Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas and on

Rural Statistical Areas. In the system, portions of the radio frequency spectrum become discrete

channels, and are allocated to relatively small geographic cells. Radio transceivers or transmitters

located within the cells are connected to a central switching system. Unlike other mobile
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communications technologies, the low power allows the channel (or frequency) to be reused at other

transceiver locations: multiple simultaneous conversations can be handled in this manner. Calls are

automatically rerouted as the mobile unit moves from one cell to another. Older technologies--such

as two-way radio dispatch service used by taxis--are less flexible than cellular. Paging services also

utilize the radio spectrum. Tone, tone-and-voice, and tone-and-display systems are also available and

are independent of cellular systems. There could be some consolidation in the industry, however.

3. Federal and State Regulatory Postures

On maps, states come in all colors and sizes. Although those differences are superficial,

income and education levels, industry mix, population density, and transportation and communications

patterns differ widely across states. These lead state policymakers to weight. goals differently, and

therefore to evaluate policy options differently as well. Similarly, their Congressmen and Senators

will translate the desires.of their constituencies into law when they have the opportunity. The FCC

attempts to base decisions on the achievement of national goals, but this can conflict with regional

and urban/rural preferences. However, policy convergence is also possible.

3.1 Convergence of Policies

The clearest example of convergence of policies is the continued support for the goal of

universal service. That this service is "basic" and not "enhanced" is one concern prompting this

particular study. Judge Greene and Congress may have given relatively greater weight to this goal--if

the FCC's earlier support increases in monthly user access charges is any indication. Nevertheless,

public policy has been supportive of the general goal of high .penetration rates in all regions of the

nation. Perhaps in recognition of this goal, rural local prices have not been.allowed to increase more

rapidly than urban local.prices (General Accounting Office, 1987). Furthermore, decreases in toll
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rates and the continuation of direct subsidies from the Rural Electrician Administration indicate that

rural areas have not been net losers in the post-divestiture world.

3.2 Conmcts among Policies

The most significant potential conflicts arise in the areas of new technological developments,

including competitive pressures in the more dense communications corridors. Large business users

are able to reconfigure their networks and services in response to new opportunities. Some may

question whether small business have the sophistication necessary to take advantage of new services.

However, competition tends to find ways to get valuable services to those willing to pay the price,

even when some education is needed. For example, Sears has just initiated a small business office

products division. Retailers like Sears observe the rapid growth in small business and try to position

themselves .increase their own sales.

Another issue is whether big businesses might exert monopsony power: major buyers limit

purchases to avoid paying rents to suppliers. Yet, this hypothetical development requires an upward

sloping supply of telecommunications services. It is not clear that increased.purchases by a single

demander would tend to increase .long run marginal cost.

3.3 Distinctions between Information Content·and Conduit

The various FCC Computer Inquiries have attempted to draw lines or establish procedures

which enabled non-integrated suppliers of information services to participate in this developing

market. Traditionally, regulators have distinguished between information content (the creation of

data bases) and conduit (provision ofcommunications channels). Similarly, broadcasting license policy

has traditionally encouraged ownership dispersion, both to limit market power and to promote

multiple sources of news and information. The same goal is partly responsible for trying to separate

those who provide communications channels from those who provide information services. Avoidance
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of market power is one issue--particular from the standpoint of protocols or access points which favor

the telephone carrier over other information provides. Another is the maintenance of multiple

centers of initiative. Diversity is valued in-and-of itself.

3.4 Line of Business Waiver Requests

Just as Judge Greene did not want AT&T favoring its own databases over those of potential

rivals, he established line of business restrictions for the Regional Holding Companies (RHCs). Even

in the long distance markets, the possibility of information services raised some concerns, so AT&T

was excluded from information services for seven years. With· the seven year itch approaching its end,

it will be interesting to see the types of offerings which will be forthcoming. Given the

competitiveness of the computer industry, AT&T was allowed to provide remote access data

processing, .even during this transition period of "managed competition".

Under the MFJ, RHCs cannot provide" ... any product or service that is not a natural

monopoly service. actually regulated by tariff." However, the line of business restrictions could be

removed if the firm could show that there was no substantial possibility that monopoly power could

be used to impede competition. Furthermore, individual waivers were required if firms were to enter

"unrelated businesses". The RHCs were banned from entering the information services market (data

processing or electronic publishing), although waivers could be requested for entry into "enhanced"

services. RHCs have not been allowed into manufacturing, but could enter into joint marketing

agreements.

3.5 Interconnection Rules to Replace Structural Separations

Computer m moved away from separate subsidiaries requirements to the design of networks

which facilitated interconnection by all information service provides. The unbundling of associated

services then provides the opportunity for competitive suppliers of information services to meet the
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needs of business and residential consumers. These suppliers do not have to pay for options they do

not require for their own value-added services. Open Network Architecture (ONA) defines the

protocols which make such interconnection possible. Technical standards are central to this issue.

The implementation of ONA will have a significant impact on new entrants into the information

services market.

4. Social Implications of Telecommunications

The infrastructure of a geographic area affects productivity and the quality of life. The simple

dial tone is a potential life-line to the outside world for many citizens. Business location decisions

are based partly on dependable service, including availability of advanced capabilities. Plain old

telephone service is being replaced by new, digitized modes so that communications capabilities

advance and meet the needs of commerce. Thus, affordable and efficient telecommunication has

profound social and economic implications.

4.1 Transaction Costs and Divestiture

How will customers respond to new choices? Consumer information processing costs are

often omitted from economic analyses as when we assume that comparisons take no time and that

consumers have all relevant information regarding characteristics of possible consumption bundles.

Of course, the confusion that accompanied divestiture suggests that transactions costs cannot be

ignored. In a sense, these were transition costs. Consumers were used to one stop shopping, and

now find a bewildering array of alternatives.

Generally, we view an expansion of consumption possibilities and increase in variety as being

beneficial. This is probably the case in telecommunications--especially since competitive pressures

are partly responsible for price reductions. The other cause of price reductions is the reduction of
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transfers from long distance callers. Nevertheless, for some customers, divestiture has not conferred

a net benefit. Customers who are not better off are those who make no long distance calls and who

consume goods and services that are not telecommunications intensive. Since telecommunications

is becoming such an important factor in keeping the cost of doing business down, most citizens have

benefitted from the restructuring of the telecommunications industry, which has lead to increased

efficiency (where prices track incremental costs and inelastic demands bear a greater share of NTS

costs). Even more important, policy makers want restructuring and associated regulatory changes to

stimulate innovative activity.

Currently, state and federal regulators agree that increasing the value of the local exchange

network can be furthered by DNA: "Proper choices for network interfaces and technologies are

emphasized by state regulators. This focus is consistent with an objective of encouraging the further

unbundling of network capabilities. Federal regulators have elected to focus their efforts on

obtaining a substantial degree of technical and tariff uniformity for interstate DNA services."

(Graniere, 1989, p. viii). Df course, the RHCs·face·different state regulatory constraints and have

different business strategies, so their plans for implementing DNA differ.

Technical characteristics of the networks and interfaces are to be made available to all

information service providers. The FCC has required the RHCs to justify their DNA filings when

certain concerns emerged: price parity, use restrictions, one-stop shopping, complementary network

services authorizations, and minimization of transport costs (Graniere, 1989, p. 25). Rural concerns

are not central to DNA at present, although ultimately, small rural telcos will be faced with similar

issues. Software and equipment acquisition will be necessary if such services are to be provided

through smaller..scale telcos.

Regulators will face the same complicated standards and jurisdictional issues in the future.
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For example, US West argues that dual jurisdiction over ONA services will result in different

intrastate and interstate prices for the same function--resulting in shopping by enhanced service

providers (Graniere, 1989, p. 148). Just as toll rates differ for long distance calls involving the same

costs, the prices of unbundled ONA services could differ--inducing bypass or "mix and match"

shopping. The impact of such possibilities is unclear.

4.2 Social Integration

Telecommunications provides a crucial link for all citizens. Large states are made much

smaller when we are able to communicate with anyone at any time: an efficient telecommunications

network has an enormous impact on our daily lives. For a state's elderly population, for example,

telecommunications means instant access to an array of health care and public services. Citizens no

longer need to rely as much on transportation services when telecommunications can substitute for

this function. This is critically important to the elderly since many of them have limited mobility.

Telecommunications also provides a much lower cost and safer alternative to physical

transportation. The services that the elderly population· needs can be accessed at a fraction of the

cost of public or private transportation. Many elderly people feel unsafe providing their own

transportation needs. As highways become more congested and crowded, a sophisticated and efficient

telecommunications system makes it easier for the elderly to avoid costly private transportation and

inconvenient public transportation. Other demographic groups also benefit, as they are brought

closer together by the availability of telecommunications systems. The security of fire and police

protection are just two examples of the important services to which telecommunications can provide

access. Also, new technologies allow work location to be to be more amenity-driven -- making rural

areas more desirable for corporate relocations.
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4.3 Community Development

News and information is another important benefit of an advanced telecommunications

industry. The availability of such information allows us to improve our understanding of the world

around us and make better decisions for our lives. Of course, sports and entertainment channels

provide additional programming for leisure time.

One could argue that local communities are partly held together by the telecommunications

industry. Local programming provides information about the nearby community. Neighbors are tied

together through a low cost and efficient telephone network. We tend to take for granted how

telephone service provides a sense of belonging to the state and helps our many newcomers fit into

new communities. Tourism also illustrates the role of telecommunications. Decisions about where

to go and what to do are facilitated by an efficient communications· system.

Finally, long distance telephone service is important to local communities. For current

residents, it provides access to information and resources throughout the nation. For newly

transplanted residents, long distance telephone service provides the added function of linking them

to their previous community. New residents can stay in touch with friends, family, and business

associates. Modem communications systems are the information highways to the home--where

technological innovations hold out the promise of a dazzling array of new services..

4.4 Business/Commercial Implications

Theimpact and importance of the telecommunications industry is perhaps even more dramatic

in the business sector. Productivity and efficiency have improved greatly as telecommunications has

become more advanced. The marketplace, for example, can now be considered truly global. Today's

information networks provide instant access to virtually any location worldwide. For example, the

financial markets around the world no longer function indePendently. Businesses have been able to
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expand their presence in a variety of geographical markets at relatively low cost. Customers and

suppliers can be pursued anywhere with proper communication capabilities.

4.5 Costs and Global Competition

Domestically and internationally, telecommunications has substantially reduced the need for

travel. Businesses can conduct much of their day-to-day activities via electronic information systems.

Video and audio networks have allowed companies to hold meetings with customers, suppliers, or

other company employees without travelling. Orders can be placed world wide without having to

travel to the vendor. Conversely, orders can be received from anywhere. Payments are regularly

transferred electronically by the respective banking institutions. Similarly,. the growth of the

information industry· is made possible by new communications technologies.

These services provide cost savings for firms and customers alike. With a relatively minor

investment in telecommunications systems, companies are able to significantly improve the

productivity of existing labor and capital. A key question is whether integrated (common carrier)

networks or specialized networks best meet the emerging needs ofenterprises and governments. The

telecommunications and information infrastructure is an essential part ofour nation's service oriented

economy. A well developed infrastructure enables businesses to develop the services that will allow

industry to gain a competitive edge.. Whether certain regions of the nation will be disadvantaged by

technological developments is open to speculation.

Second, are the economic activities of rural communities as data-intensive as those traditionally

associated with urban areas? Depending on the bit-rate (or spectrum needs), business communication

channels may be able to adapt relatively easily to many of the new services likely to become available

in the near future. If the rural-access issue is framed in all-or-nothing terms, policymakers may miss

a wide range of options in between. Without consideration of these options, costly "solutions" emerge.
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Regulators need to be particularly sensitive to this point since special interests are always glad to have

someone else foot the bill.

5. Technology Forecasting and Public Policy

The full impact of telecommunications on citizens in the 21st Century is fundamentally

unknowable. Public policy is neither helpless nor irrelevant, but it is shaped by changing production

technologies and consumer preferences. Change is the constant. Innovations can be disruptive: they

can create and destroy jobs and they affect the comparative advantage of regions differently. Political

pressures can delay and soften impacts, but they cannot make the basic economic changes disappear.

Therefore, one could argue that policies ought not be overly affected by short-term exigencies.

Erratic shifts from one regulatory approach to another tends to insert an additional degree of

uncertainty into a world already full.of uncertainties.

The field of technological forecasting can provide insights into where we are going. However,

the full economic and social implications of major technological. changes can only be dimly

understood. The advent of the automobile transformed modem society, altering lifestyles, workplace

locations, the spatial development of cities, and a wide range of features of our nation. How will

emerging information highways to the home change our society? The features of the Information Age

are but dimly perceived, even after several decades of experience with the merging of computers and

telecommunications.

State and national regulators have an appreciation for the uncertainties inherent in new

technologies and in new competitive forces. A primary policy focus is concern for core or "captive"

customers, which leads to provisions to insulate them from change. Similarly, concern for rural

customers was part of the justification for the historical system of transfers to keep local service prices
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down, and for national rate averaging for long distance services. One lesson from past attempts to

help those who appear to be disadvantaged is that policies which do not target the poor end up

benefitting lots of other groups--especially those with political clout. In the process, the goal of

innovative efficiency may be subverted, and the truly needy lose out over time.
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